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Abstract: In Agriculture field, there are many problems which are faced by the farmers. To solve those types of problems farmers needs expert 

advice.By developing an Expert system in Mother tongue of farmer and also in English,helps her/him to solve those problems and for increasing 

crop production .the objective of these paper is to develop expert system in Agriculture field using CANNY’s edge detection technique and RGB 

histogram. We are using C5.0 algorithm for classification and pattern matching technique is used to match images. Depending on the match 

images expert system gives best advice to the farmer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

India is an agricultural country; whereby regarding 

70% of the population depends on agriculture. Farmers 

have wide range of diversity to pick appropriate Fruit 

and Vegetable crops. There are more problems which 

are faced by the farmer in agriculture field. Farmer is 

not able to disease detection and diagnosis of plants by 

naked eyes. Because of that there may be  loss in 

money, time and  decreased in crop production. To 

overcome these problems we are developing a expert 

system which is useful to solve these problems. In 

these expert system initial user capture image using 

mobile device these capture image is treated as a 

testing image. testing image is in the form of RGB 

image.these RGB image then converted into black-

white image using gray scale conversion. grayscale 

digital image is an image in which the value of each 

pixel is a single sample, that is, it carries only intensity 

information. after that we are using CANNY’s edge 

detection technique to calculate edge histogram of 

testing image and stored in database. There are two 

basic objective of CANNY’s edge detection first is 

low error rate, all edges should be found , with a 

minimum of spurious responses and second is, Edge 

points should be well localized, The distance between 

one detected point and the true edge point should be 

minimum, single edge point response: only one point 

should be detected for each true edge point.  In second 

phase we are using pattern matching technique to 

display result. Pattern matching technique is used to 

compare the testing image histogram and trained 

image histograms.Trained image histograms 

arealready classified and stored in database. We are 

using C5.0 classification algorithm to classify trained 

image histograms. C5.0 algorithm is the latest 

algorithm to classify data. C5.0 algorithm is follows 

the principle of rules of C4.5 and C4.5 algorithm 

follows the principle of ID3 algorithm. C5 algorithmic 

rule has several features like: the large decision tree 

may be viewing as a set of rules that is simple to grasp. 

C5 algorithm provides the acknowledge on noise and 

missing information. problem of over fitting and error 

pruning is solved  by the C5 algorithmic rule. In 

classification technique the C5 classifier can anticipate 

which attributes are relevant and which aren't relevant 

in classification compare all the keep results which are 

classified by the C5.0 algorithmic rule And determine 

disease infected or not within the plants leaf. If it finds 

the exact match of image then it provides results 

associated with that image otherwise the link is 

provided that connects to the agriculture professional 

who provides the related info about that disease. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

In paper [1] they defined the system where the 

plant diseases identified by using image 

processing. Generally image processing has 

several steps to process digital image as per this 

research advance algorithms used to process the 

gray scale images and using those the results are 

generated. 

 [2] This paper uses the CANNY edge 

detection Algorithm which is more preferable as 

they compare other image processing algorithms 

like sobel edge detection which has less accuracy 

than the CANNY edge detection. In CANNY edge 

detection image is first converted to gray scale 

image then their edges are identified then their 

histograms are generated and according to those  

histograms other histograms of other image is 

compare for the match. 

 In this paper we are going to make predictions 

according to previous data. To classify the 

historical data we uses the classification algorithm 

i.e. c5.0. This algorithm makes the decision tree 

for the data that is provided to the algorithm using 

those decision trees the predictions are done. 

 In [3] the decision tree algorithm is used 

which takes the historical data makes classification 

of that data using different classification algorithm 

like k-means,c4.5 etc. 

 

II.   PROPOSED WORK 

PHASE-I 

Step1:In First phase of Disease Detection System, 

RGB image of Diseased plants is capture with the help 

of mobile application. Resolution of image has been 

set to capture image. Different mobile applications 

have different resolution to capture images. 

Step2:Afterward these RGB image is convert into the 

gray scale image.Conversion of a color image to 

grayscale is not unique.In this Conversion color 
images are convert into black-white images. 

PHASE-II 

Step3:The second step of detection of plant diseases 

start with the Edge detection technique.in this 

technique, first we separate the layers of tested image 

into Red, Green and Blue layers and again apply 

CANNY’s edge detection technique to detect the edges 

of layer’s images. 

Step4:Once the first phase is finished the histogram is 

generated for captured images with the help of 

CANNY’s edge detection technique. 

Step5:  Once the histogram is generated for capture 

image, pattern matching algorithm is used to compare 

histograms of capture image and the histogram of 

trained images which are saved in database. After 

comparison result is displayed with the help of pattern 

matching algorithm that is the testing image is 

diseased or not with the name of disease and diagnosis  

Gray Scale Conversion 

 In this system, users capture RGB images with 

the help of mobile application. Then to RGB images 

are converting into the gray scale images. Gray scale 

images are the images which are in the white and black 

color. 

Grayscale Conversion Algorithm: 

Step 1: start 

Step 2: Capture image. 

Step 3: Converting RGB image to grayscale. 

Step 4: stop. 

 

CANNY’s edge detection technique 

: There are five Steps followed by the CANNY’s edge 

detection technique- 

1. Smoothing Process : In the first step of the process 

smoothing is used to blur the image to remove noise 

from the image. 

2. Finding gradients: In this step, edges of the image 

should be marked where the gradients of the image 

have maximum magnitudes. 

3.Non-maximum suppression: Only local maxima 

should be marked as edges. 

4. Double thresholding:Potential edges are 

determined by thresholding. 

5. Edge tracking by hysteresis: Final edges are 

determined by suppressing all edges that are not 

connected to a very certain (strong) edge.  

Canny Detection : 

1. The canny operator works in a multi-stage process. 

Then a simple 2-D first derivative operator is applied 

to the smoothed image to highlight regions of the 

image with high first spatial derivatives.  
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2. Gradient is the first – order derivatives of image for 

each direction. Which is non maximal suppression .the 

gradient can be computed using central difference .  

∂X (x, y) = [(x+1 ,y)-(x-1,y)]/2 

∂Y (x ,y) = [(x ,y+1)-(x,y_1)]/2 

3. Magnitude of horizontal and vertical gradient is 

used for non maximal suppression process. The 

magnitude can be computed by : 

Magnitude=(∂X(x) *∂X(y)+ ∂Y(x)* ∂Y(y)) 

 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: start 

Step 2: acquire the leaf image 

Step 3: convert color image to grayscale 

Step 4: apply CANNY’s edge detection technique. 

Step 5: calculate histogram 

Step6:compare with edge histogram of the database 

image 

Step 7: stop 

 

Edge Histogram 

Every leaf is in RGB color with varying intensity of 

red, green, blue. Depending upon the intensity of red, 

green, blue histogram is generated. There is different 

histogram for different colors. The edge histogram of 

gray scale image is different than RGB image 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: start 

Step 2: acquire the leaf image 

Step 3: calculate the histogram of the image. 

Step 4: calculate the difference with the database 

image 

Step 5: stop. 

 

Proposed System Algorithm 

Step 1: Capture image 

Step 2: Set the images into suitable Resolution. 

Step 3: Convert Capture image into Grayscale 

Step 4: Apply CANNY’s edge detection technique on 

the Captured images. 

Step 5: Calculate the edge histogram of the captured 

images. 

Step 6: Apply pattern matching technique on the 

histogram of captured images and the histograms of 

trained images stored in database. 

Step 7: Display the result if captured image histogram 

and trained image histogram matches. 

Step 8: Saved Capture images histogram in database 

as a trained images histogram. 

Step 9: If histograms of captured images and trained 

images is not match then farmer can take expert advice 

to increase crop production. 

Step 10: Stop. 

 

Classification: 

Trained images are stored in the database. Trained 

images are used for the detecting disease on the 

captured leaf images. There is high dimensionality is 

presented in the stored images in database. Because of 

high dimensionality we have to face serious challenges 

to learning methods. Because of large number of 

features , a learning model generate the result which is 

over-fited. So the performance is degraded. To 

overcome these disadvantages and to increase the 

performance we are using classification algorithm 

c5.0.   
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C5.0 algorithm: 

There are three classification algorithm ID3, C4.5, 

C5.0. C4.5 algorithm is the improved version of the 

ID3 algorithm and C5.0 algorithm is the improved 

version of C4.5 algorithm.  

 C5.0 is significantly faster than C4.5. 

 C5.0 is more memory efficient than C4.5. 

 C5.0 gets similar results to C4.5 with 

considerably smaller decision trees. 

 C5.0 support for boosting improves the trees 

and gives them more accuracy. 

 C5.0 allows you to weight different cases and 

misclassification types. 

 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: Check for the base case. 

Step 2: Construct Decision tree using training data. 

Step 3:Find the attribute with the highest info gain 

(A_best). 

Step 4:A_best is assigned with Entropy minimization. 

Step 5:Partition S into S1, S2, S3… 

Step 6: According to the value A_best. 

Step 7: Repeat the steps for S1, S2, S3 

Step 8: for each ti from D, apply DT. 

 

III    CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This is a accurate and efficient technique for 

automatically detection of plant diseased and 

diagnosis. The RGB to gray scale conversion and 

CANNY’s edge detection techniques  are applied on 

testing images of plant and the trained  diseased  

images of the plant. Plant diseased is detected by using 

edge histogram and pattern matching technique. The 

histogram matching is based on the color feature and 

the edge detection technique. The training process 

includes the conversion of captured RGB image into 

gray scale conversion. After that edge histogram is 

calculated using CANNY’s edge detection techinique. 

Once the histograms are generate.Immediately we 

applied the comparison technique based on the 

histogram. The comparison is firstly with the testing 

sample and the trained sample if the testing sample is 

diseased, it compare testing sample with the diseased 

sample and these steps take few minute to display the 

comparison result that is the testing sample is diseased 

or not and the disease name and diagnosis of disease is 

display as a result.  This is beneficial for us because 

we are easily understood the processing of 

implementation phase. The future work mainly 

concerns with the large database. We can developed 

expert  system in mother tongue language of the 

farmer area wise . we can provide pesticides and more 

information which is useful for agriculture. 
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